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David Reed is a former Jehovah’s Witness, which is also the author of books such as: Answering Jehovah’s Witnesses: Subject by Subject, Jehovah’s Witnesses Answered Verse by Verse, How to Rescue Your Loved One from the Watchtower, Left Behind Answered Verse by Verse, etc. He wrote in the Preface to this 1989 book, "I would prefer to have written a book on a more positive, uplifting topic. But there is already an abundance of such material available, while the present subject lacks for coverage... Looking back on my thirteen years in the Watchtower organization, including two years as a full-time evangelizer and eight years as an elder, I felt keenly the responsibility to share this warning information with the public... Yes, there is much that could be said about Jehovah’s Witnesses in a positive vein... The problem is not with the Witnesses themselves but with their leaders who take decent, ordinary people and marshall them into a menacing force." Here are some quotations from the book: "Many of those 'truths' (from JW founder C.T.
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